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MUTUAL FUNDS | PENSION FUNDS |
PROVIDENT FUNDS | PRIVATE EQUITY

❖ Comprehensive and fully integrated investment management solution
❖ Cross-asset portfolio management, risk analysis, investment accounting

and regulatory compliance
❖ The back office provides investment management and tracking, portfolio

valuation, accounting and investment reporting for all types and sizes of
funds

❖ Main focus on mutual funds, pension funds, employee provident funds
and institutional portfolios.

❖ Supports multiple types of accounts and investments, Income payments
and administrative plans

❖ The system offers a number of business advantages, such as increased
efficiency and lower cost, with processing ability to manage the trade
cycle from order to settlement

❖ Has the capability of supporting a large number of fund portfolios.
❖ Currently live at major asset management companies, private equity

firms, investment banks and insurance companies

                                          

ASSETCONNECT

INTRODUCTION
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❖ ASSETCONNECT back office system is a comprehensive solution for
❖ Investment and custody management
❖ Portfolio valuation
❖ Regulatory compliance and
❖ Financial accounting system
❖ For any type and number of funds

❖ Provides management of stock positions and trades
❖ Bonds and cash management
❖ Taxes and commission handling
❖ Includes management and transaction fee deduction
❖ Ensures accurate daily NAV calculation for all funds
❖ Caters for open and closed ended mutual funds, pension funds,

insurance funds, provident funds and private equity portfolios

Portfolio Investments and Valuations

BACKOFFICE SYSTEM
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KEY FEATURES

Fund setup process

Setup fund profiles

Management fee calculations

Performance Reporting

Setup pricing policies(forward/backward)

Setup fund loads and taxes 
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EQUITY INVESTMENTS

Ready and future market trades

Manage brokers and their tariffs

Manage trade charges / taxes

Import daily closings

Import trades from all brokers

Trade modification and distribution

Share and Financial Settlement. Netting for each broker

Online payment and receipt instructions 

HFT and AFS investments processing

Historical cost and mark to market weighted average cost

Realized and unrealized profit/loss

Corporate benefits–Right/Bonus/Dividends management

Automatic trade voucher generation for GL

Components of each trade, such as investment value, 
commission and taxes split into appropriate GL heads

Comprehensive Reporting
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The Equity Investment Module 
supports a full trade cycle including 

Order placement 

Trade capture 

Brokerage and taxes 

Clearing and settlement with 
broker or clearing companies

Its Add-on STP trading module 
allows connectivity with FIX based 
order management systems for on-
line order placement and 
confirmations, and can integrate 
with customer preferred data 
providers.



Bonds and Cash Investments 

Manage term structures and schedules

Manage security rates

Brokerage and tax calculations

Trade contracts posting

Settlement. Online payment and receipt instructions

HFT, AFS and HTM class investments processing (Held for 
trading, available for sale and held to maturity)

Amortization and yield calculations using IRR, XIRR, YTM

Historical cost and mark to market weighted average cost

Realized and unrealized profit / loss

Profit accrual on daily basis for incorporation in NAV

Automatic revaluation

Automatic trade voucher generation for GL

Comprehensive Reporting

❖ Bonds, T-BILLs, TFCs, 
❖ Commercial Papers, 
❖ Debentures, 
❖ Bank fixed deposits, 
❖ Money market lending and 

borrowing

Investments in Fixed Income 
Securities and Money Market 
Instruments cater to 

❖ detailed contract 
management

❖ discounting

❖ valuation and settlement
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Financial Accounting

❖ All modules generate automatic accounting vouchers in the GL system for all
transactions, from unit management to portfolio investments

❖ These vouchers and their accounts processing is as per accounting standards and
provide the most detailed accounting treatment of each unit management and
portfolio investment transaction, with all the components of each transaction going to
the relevant heads, such as investment value, commission, taxes, receivables,
payables etc.

❖ The system auto-generates vouchers, such as daily profit accrual for all bonds / fixed
income instruments, which also renders accurate effect on daily NAV

❖ This results in accurate and automatic NAV calculation at the end of the day

❖ Following information is available at finance level

Flexible Chart of Accounts levels and length
Subsidiary Ledgers
General Ledgers
Accounts Payable and Receivable
Journals/Day Books
Bank Books

Cash Books
Daily automatic accruals
Comprehensive financial reporting
Management Fee Calculations
Performance Reporting
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Regulatory Compliance
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❖ The system automatically performs several risk
management and regulatory checks, such as
investment limits in

❖ Various instrument types

❖ Various securities

❖ With various brokers

❖ And several others

❖ These limits are monitored automatically by the system
with each transaction, so that limits are not exceeded

❖ Limits can be

❖ Either for regulatory authorities

❖ Or for internal management

❖ Several mandatory reports to be submitted to the
regulatory authorities are also printed in the specified
format.
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Security and Access Control

Comprehensive access control and security 
features including:

Secure user logins with password policy
Role based access control.
Comprehensive audit logs and change history.
Maker and checker control.
Data controls at branch and account manager levels.
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Alerts & Notifications

❖ Any type of reports can be sent directly to clients via
email.

❖ Different reports can be configured and at the end of
the day the same will be delivered to clients in an
email automatically.

❖ Similarly SMS Alerts can also be configured and
generated against different events, such as

❖ Transaction alerts

❖ Daily NAV prices.
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Reporting

❖ The system provides a large number of
comprehensive reports from each module

❖ Giving every aspect and different views of all the
transactions in the system

❖ NAV calculation is a fully automated procedure,
available as soon as the responsible staff members
approve and post the unit and portfolio transactions
of the day

❖ The updated NAV is calculated by the system and
displayed in the NAV report

❖ This removes all the manual labor from the NAV
calculation process

❖ The NAV report gives a complete picture of how the
NAV was calculated by the system, including the
assets and liabilities in all the key accounts which
influence the NAV
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Commission and Fee Modules

❖ A very comprehensive module for the calculation
of commission, management fee and sales load is
available.

❖ This provides options for setting up agents, team
structure and setting targets. Detailed reporting
and commission calculation facilitates the
process.
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Anti-Money Laundering Checks (AML)

❖ Anti-money laundering checks have been
incorporated in the system to identify and stop
suspicious transactions

❖ As per regulations, AML filters and checks have been
applied in different modules to ensure that the
transactions being processed are legal and
acceptable

❖ Further, the system that enables management for
the seamless scanning of

❖ UN sanction file

❖ National Counter Terrorism Authority (NACTA)

❖ or any other desired file can be scanned for
matching the data with system client accounts and
transactions to scrutinize the accounts for further
blocking.
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❖ Unit management system deals with the management of unit
holder accounts

❖ It facilitates the user to define the unit purchase and redemption
policy

❖ It supports both on-line unit balance maintained in the client
account as well as physical unit certificates issued to clients

❖ It supports administrative (multi-fund) plans for automatic
distribution of investments among multiple funds, such as stock and
income funds

❖ It allows defining of the risk profile of the investor for automatic
distribution of investment in various fund types.

❖ It allows multi-fund unit portfolio re-balancing

❖ Configurable previous day pricing and forward pricing rules can be
applied for all funds.

❖ The unit purchase module can record transaction either on receive
basis or realize basis

❖ Configurable sale load, backend load and exchange loads can be
applied for all funds.

❖ It provides various investment plans
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Unit Purchase

Unit Redemption

Account to Account Transfer

Fund to Fund Transfer

Unit Pledge

Detailed Reports are available for each transaction

The following unit transactions are supported

Unit Management Module



❖ This module records detailed client KYC and accounts are created as per
type of the clients, such as single, joint or corporate accounts.

❖ The dividend options (reinvest/ cash) and plans are configurable.

❖ Below are main features currently available in UMS.

Individual Clients
Corporate Clients
Auto Filer/ Non-filer marking as 
per file uploading
Auto configuration for the taxes 
as per filers/ non-filers
Dividend, Bonus, Witholding Tax
Account to Account Transfer
Fund to Fund Transfer
Certificates Issue / Return
Redemption Payment Options
Fractional Units up to 4 decimal

Signatories
Pledge
Redemption
Individual Account
Corporate Account
Unit Purchase
Multi-fund account
Front end (sale) load
Back end (redemption) load
Sale Payment Options
Signatory Options
On line Scanned Signatures
Reports
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Key features - Unit Management Module



Multi Fund Facility

❖ The entire system is completely multi-fund, and
supports any number of mutual funds.

❖ For open ended funds, the clients can open one or
more accounts, and in each account the client can
purchase units of any desired fund.

❖ Hence, the client does not need to open a separate
account for each fund, only a single account will
suffice for units of all funds.

❖ However, if the client desires to open more than
one account for segregating his investments, he
may do so.
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Transaction Enablement Through Web-
portals, Banks, Atm’s and Mobile Phones

❖ The system makes it very easy for the client to perform
mutual fund transactions through very simple and
accessible means, any time, from any location

❖ For this purpose each user has a login ID and password
and has the facility to buy and sell units through web
portals, mobiles apps

❖ Interface to banks and ATM machines is also available so
that fund units can be redeemed any time from any ATM

❖ The system also facilitates the sales centers and sales
agents in every city, countrywide and internationally, to
register new clients and perform transactions

❖ This helps to greatly increase the number of clients of the
mutual funds
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ASSETCONNECT VALUED CLIENTS
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Softech Systems  is a leading software development and technology 
services company providing products and bespoke services to prestigious 
global organizations for last 21 years.  Our focus is financial and capital 
market systems, healthcare solutions, mobile application development 
and telecom value added services. We are proud to have global 
customers such as Ericsson, Facelift, ConceptWave, Mi-Pay, JP Morgan, 
Stanlib, NIT, leading banks, brokerage firms and regulators.

info@softech-systems.com

+92-42-35290564

www.softech-systems.com
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